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 NOVEMBER MEETING - November 19, 2010  

CLUB NEWS 

 THE TELEPHONE  CITY 

Time: 7:30 pm   

Location: Woodman Drive Community Centre  491 Grey St. Brantford, Ont. 

1. Monthly mineral (topaz) draw winners were Tom Eccleston and Carole Trottier 

2. It was brought to our attention that some members have an allergy to peanuts. 

Please refrain from using any nut related food items for any future events particu-

larly our potluck dinners in June and December. 

3. PMC supplies are also available from Robert Hall Originals and classes are available in the near 

future. 

4. Congratulations to Faye Meadows for being elected as the treasurer of the CCFMS.  

5. Thanks again Don for your topaz display at the Oct. meeting. I‟ll keep trying to stump you at one 

of our meetings. This month is too easy - tourmaline 

ANNUAL MEETING -  

CONSTITUTION CHANGES & GENERAL ELECTION 

Please attend your input and involvement is important! 

Front page photos: Left - Gary Bechtel appears to be supporting the large slab of gneiss at the Earth Sciences Mu-

seum at the University of Waterloo during the October science open house and gem show. The building was actu-

ally built around this 44,000 kg monolith extracted from the Allstone Quarry near Sudbury. (Ruth must have as-

sured Gary that the rock would not fall over as I saw them leaving the show later in the afternoon.) 

Top right - Albertosaurus at U. of W.;  middle -  CCFMS sign at Waterloo Gem Show; bottom -  firing a pendant from 

a piece of PMC at October meeting 

Mini talk- Our very own member Don Oliver 

will present a mini talk on „Calamine‟. Don is 

not giving us too many hints but you can be 

assured he is not talking about calamine lo-

tion. Come out and see what Don‟s topic is 

really all about. 

Silent Auction - We will also have a mini silent 

auction with proceeds going to the members 

who submit items. Members are responsible 

for completing their own bid sheets and mas-

ters. 
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THE TELEPHONE CITY CRYSTAL 

Metal clay is a clay-like medium used 

to make jewellery, beads and small 

sculpture. It consists of very small 

particles of metals (such as silver, 

gold, platinum, or copper) mixed with 

an organic binder and water. Alloys 

such as bronze or steel are also avail-

able. Metal clay can be shaped just 

like any soft clay, by hand or using 

moulds. After drying, it can be fired 

in a variety of ways including in a 

kiln, with a handheld gas torch, or on 

a gas stove. The binder burns away, 

leaving the pure, sintered metal. 

Shrinkage of between 8% and 30% 

occurs (depending on the product 

used). 

Silver metal clay results in objects 

containing 0.999 pure silver - aka fine 

silver, which is ideal for enameling. 

Although gold metal clay is much 

more expensive to use, the colour and 

richness is phenomenal. It can be used 

to make stunning solid gold objects or 

used sparingly to make beautiful ac-

cents on silver pieces. 

Lump metal clay is sold in sealed 

packets to keep it moist and workable. 

The silver versions are also available 

as a softer paste in a pre-filled syringe 

which can be used to produce ex-

truded forms, in small jars of slip and 

as paper-like sheets, from which most 

of the moisture has been removed. 

There are two popular brands of sil-

ver metal clay, Precious Metal Clay 

(PMC) and Art Clay Silver (ACS). 

Precious Metal Clay or PMC was de-

veloped in the early 1990s in Ja-

pan by metallurgist Dr. A. Mori-

kawa . The material consists of 

microscopic particles of pure sil-

ver or fine gold powder and a wa-

ter-soluble, non-toxic, organic 

binder which burns off during 

firing. Success was first achieved 

with gold, and later duplicated 

with silver. The original formula 

of PMC, now called "Standard", 

must be fired in a kiln at 900 °C 

(1,650 °F) and has a shrinkage 

rate of 30%. Mitsubishi Materials 

Corporation, a subsidiary of Mit-

subishi, later developed two addi-

tional versions of silver called 

"PMC+" which can be fired as 

low as 810 °C (1,490 °F) for 30 

minutes, and "PMC3", which can 

be fired as low as 599 °C (1,110 °

F) for 45 minutes. Both PMC+ 

and PMC3 have a shrinkage rate 

of 12-15% and may also be fired 

with a handheld torch for 4-7 

minutes. A 22k gold gilding mate-

rial called "Aura 22", and lump 

22k yellow gold clay (an alloy of 

fine silver and gold) are also avail-

able. PMC also manufactures an 

18k gold clay and a platinum clay, 

but these latter two are only mar-

keted in Japan. 

Art Clay Silver or ACS was devel-

oped by AIDA Chemical Indus-

tries, another Japanese company. 

Art Clay followed PMC Standard 

with their Art Clay Original clay 

(more like PMC+ than PMC Stan-

dard), which allows the user to fire 

with a handheld torch or on a gas hob. 

Due to subtle differences in the binder 

and suggested firing times, this clay 

shrinks less than the PMC versions, 

approximately 8-10%. 

Further developments introduced the 

Art Clay Slow Dry, a clay with a longer 

working time. Art Clay 650 and Art 

Clay 650 Slow Dry soon followed - both 

clays that can be fired as low as 650 °C 

(1,202 °F), allowing the user to combine 

the clay with glass and sterling silver 

which are affected negatively by the 

higher temperatures needed to fire the 

first generation clays. AIDA also manu-

facturers Oil Paste, a product only used 

on fired metal clay or milled fine silver, 

and Overlay Paste, which is designed 

for drawing designs on glass and porce-

lain. 

In 2006 AIDA also introduced the Art 

Clay Gold Paste, a more economical 

way to work with gold. The paste is 

painted onto the fired silver clay, then 

refired in a kiln, or with a torch or gas 

stove. When fired it bonds with the sil-

ver, giving a 22ct gold accent. The same 

year also saw Art Clay Slow Tarnish 

introduced, a clay which tarnishes less 

rapidly than the other metal clays. 

Lump metal clay in bronze was intro-

duced in 2008 by Metal Adventures  

SHANNON KENNEDY DEMONSTRATES THE USE 

OF PMC AT THE OCTOBER MEETING 

Cont’d on page 7 

Members  Glen, Tom, Ernie, Marion and Gary  

admire PMC jewellery 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=A._Morikawa&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=A._Morikawa&action=edit&redlink=1
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 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

NEWFOUNDLAND TRIP - PART 3 

Near the Cabot Tower on Signal Hill in St. John‟s you find the Johnson Geo Centre. After touring Signal Hill, I 

was delighted to find the relatively new (opened 2007) Geo Centre in the shadow of the “Hill”. We arrived with 

much anticipation but were told that Centre was closed for a special event. We were again elated when we were 

handed free passes that would allow us to return in afternoon.  

The Johnson Geo Centre tells the story of “Our Earth” and “Our People” as explained by the geology of the 

province of Newfoundland and Labrador. The large glass-encased entry is above ground, but most of the 37,000 

ft.2 of floor space is underground- right inside of the excavated, Great Rock Wall. Areas inside include a Geo 

Theatre, Our Planet, Our Province, Our People and Our Future with many rock and mineral displays. There is 

also a section on the Titanic story and ExxonMobil Oil and Gas Gallery including a 3D computer model of the 

Hibernia Oil Field.  

The Geo Centre is heated by the earth, with vertical holes over 150 metres into the rock. Using heating pumps 

fluids are circulated to heat or cool the entire building.  

For the those of us who like to shop there is also a selection Newfoundland and Labrador handcrafted items, in-

cluding one-of-a-kind jewellery, wood and stone carvings, Inuit carvings, semi-precious stones and miniature 

stained-glass St. John‟s streetscapes in the Geo Gift shop. 

The exterior rock garden has numerous large boulders of native rock which have been cut and polished as pic-

tured above. 
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There are a few thing that we should remember when we are tumbling material. We should always have 

plenty of small material in the tumbler so that it can help the grit slide along the surface of the material that 

we want to tumble or polish. Have a mixture of different sizes of material. The different sized material will make it so 

you can put in some flat material and will polish a lot better. If you have too many flats, they will stick together, and 

not polish at all. Now, if you are polishing agates, you will not need to worry about having filler or the plastic walnut or 

corn cobs to soften the tumbling action. If you are tumbling onyx, marble, turquoise or any other soft material, you 

should have softer filler to absorb the shock of the material against it self as it tumbles in the tumbler. 

After you have tumbled softer material in the 400 grit then use enough filler material so that the rocks do not scratch 

each other as they tumble around. You can easily tell whether you have enough filler, as you will see little white spots 

on obsidian. They will only be the size of a pinhead or smaller but they will surely keep you from obtaining a polish. 

Other soft material will have tiny scratches on it that will show up when you look at it with a 10 power magnify glass. If 

you cannot see any scratches, then wash good and take the ones out that have pits. They could hold tiny bits of grit that 

would the material when you go to a finer polish. It is very important that you keep it as clean as possible from here on. 

When you have run it through the 600 grit and are ready to put it into the polish, try rubbing a piece on a cloth like a 

piece of overall. Rub it good. If it shows sign of polishing then go ahead and run it through the pre-polish compound 

then go to the finale polish. If at the two last times this does not work start over with the 600 grit and repeat or you will 

not get a good polish. You may have to add more filler. Now this is not necessary when you are tumbling Jasper or Ag-

ates, especially the hard ones. Check them often and be sure they have plenty of time to tumble. Do not try to rush 

them.   

Yours for a good polish, Homer Whitlock  

from News & Views 1/01  

WORKSHOP TIPS :    More On Polishing 

ALASKA, THE FRAGMENTED FRONTIER 

Alaska, is not the usual solid chunk of continent. It may consist of at least fifty separate terrains or rock masses, many of 

which come from some other location. The only piece that may be the original part of the North American continent is a 

small area near the Canadian border north of the Yukon River, but they are not sure even of that, David Stone of the 

University in Fairbanks says the state is a “garbage heap”. 

Alaska is an example of a relatively new concept in plate tectonics - that the edges of many continents are made up of 

blocks of foreign rocks that have been slapped against them by plate motions. With the acceptance of the theory of plate 

tectonics in the early 60‟s, they began to understand how, in the jostle and rearranging continents, pieces could be bro-

ken off one land mass and attached to another that was nearby. Scientists who scoffed at even short distance journeys by 

rock masses are now proposing an “exploding continent” in the ancient Pacific that scattered pieces to every side. 

Palaeontologists have found fossilized remains of extinct single-celled organisms that are characteristic of Asia rather 

than North America. Paleomagnetic evidence in south-western Alaska indicate that those rocks formed further south - 

within 15 degrees of the equator, about 2000 million years ago. The block would have had to travel as much as 9,000 

kilometres to its present position in Alaska and British Columbia.  

The 50 major terrains identified so far, range in size from one mile to several hundred miles square, and each is 

bounded by major faults, believed to be the structures along which the terrains moved. Some are clearly from the edges 

of some unknown continent, while the others formed from the ocean crust. Most believed that continents grow as soft 

sediments and are scraped of the top of a plate as it plunges beneath a continent, like butter on a piece of bread. But, in 

Alaska the blocks are stacked side-by-side like plates in a dish drainer. They do not understand how this occurred.        

Via The Glacier Drifter 

Kanifers - Ever Heard of Them? 

Hardness is dependant on the crystal structure of the mineral. Hardness varies, sometimes in spectacular fashion, when  

measured in several different directions on the same crystal. Diamond cutters orient the stone to be cut so that the “soft” 

direction will come in contact with the randomly-arranged diamond crystals on the cutting wheel. Some of these crystals 

will be in the “hard” orientation - these are the ones which will be able to cut the diamond. “Kanifer” (means “can not 

do) are twinned diamond crystals which have no “soft” direction, hence cannot be cut. ( by E.D. Conner, M.D.) 
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 LIMESTONE 

 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

Limestone is a 

very common 

sedimentary 

rock of bio-

chemical ori-

gin. It is composed mostly of the mineral calcite. Sometimes 

it is almost pure calcite, but most limestones are filled with 

lots of other minerals and sand and they are called dirty 

limestones. The calcite is derived mostly from the remains 

of organisms such as clams, brachiopods, bryozoa, crinoids 

and corals. These animals live on the bottom of the sea and 

when they die their shells accumulate into piles of shelly 

debris. This debris can then form beds of limestone. Some 

limestones may have been derived from non-biogenic calcite 

formation. Although some limestones can be nearly pure 

calcite, there is often a large amount or sand or silt that is 

included in the shelly debris. 

Limestones form usually close to the source of shelly debris 

although some significant transport can occur. Great 

sources for limestone are reefs. Reefs have been in existence 

for most of the history of life on Earth, but they have 

changed in the species that build them. Stromatolites, which 

are complex living structures of more than one organism 

(cyanobacteria and algae), formed the first reef like struc-

tures in the Cambrian Period. Early reefs in the Ordovician 

were composed of small crinoidal, bryozoan and brachio-

pod reef communities. In the Devonian, reefs became ex-

tremely large with tabulate and solitary corals starting to 

dominate, but brachiopods and crinoids still significant con-

tributors. Some Cretaceous reefs really took on some huge 

proportions and were dominated by large, now extinct mol-

lusks called rudist. Since those times, modern corals and 

bivalves (clams) have been the prime reef-building organ-

isms.  

All these carbonate shelled organisms needed the same re-

quirements out of their ocean environments: sunlight, a 

food source, and enough turbulence to remove sand and 

clay. Where you find these conditions is usually the same, 

on the margins of flat littoral surfaces. Reefs tend to be off-

shore from sandy beaches but not in too deep of water to 

not have sunlight. In fact reefs often build upon the skeletal 

debris of former reef inhabitants to continually grow up-

ward to the sea surface where turbulence keeps the reef 

"clean" from sand and clay debris. Ancient reefs and lime-

stone‟s are closely interconnected, although not all lime-

stones indicate an ancient reef.  

Because of limestone's biogenic origins, it is often the best 

rock for finding fossils. The organisms themselves leave 

fossils in the rock and entire communities and even entire 

reef structures can be preserved in a limestone bed. At 

times a limestone is entirely composed of fossils. The rock 

coquina is a variety of limestone and is composed entirely of 

fragments of sea shells.  

But most limestones have a significant amount of carbonate 

mud. This mud matrix can even constitute 100% of the 

limestone rock. Origins of this mud are debated and may 

just be a fine grained mud left from the erosion and 

abrasion of calcite shells. There maybe a non-biogenic 

origin too. At times modern carbonate muds can accu-

mulate in the oceans in thick layers that are destined 

for limestone formation. A limestone variety is caused 

by swift currents that rolled carbonate mud into small 

beads that (once solidified) look like tiny eggs. This 

limestone variety is called an oolite and is sometimes 

very ornamental.  

Limestone is almost always marine (ocean water) in 

origin and is usually associated with other near shore 

rocks types. In a typical marine scenario, to the shore 

side of a reef is the silica mud of a lagoon and closer to 

shore is the sand of a beach. The silica mud will form a 

shale while the beach sand will form a sandstone. Far-

ther inland might be a swamp whose organic debris 

might form a coal layer. Throughout the Carboniferous 

time period, coals were often interbedded with sand-

stones, shales, and limestones in repeating cycles. These 

cycles represent changes in ocean levels over thousands 

of years as swamps are flooded by a beach and then a 

lagoon and perhaps a reef. But as sea levels fall the 

limestone of the reef is replaced by the shales of a la-

goon and then the sandstone of a beach and on and on. 

Hundreds of feet of repeating cycles like this can occur.  

Limestones are important rocks. They can be used for 

building materials but are not quite as strong as sand-

stone and are easily weathered by acidic conditions. 

Limestones are the primary source of lime for cements. 

Cement is considered one of the most important con-

struction materials ever invented by man. Limestone 

can be crushed and used as road ballast. Significant 

quantities of limestone are quarried around the world 

for these purposes. 

Limestone is usually the type of rock that gives us 

caves. Most caves are the result of dissolution of calcite 

by acidic waters. Ground water can dissolve portions of 

massive limestone formations and yield extremely large 

caverns. Large caves and numerous sinkholes are often 

found in areas that have significant limestone forma-

tions. 

Metamorphosed, fairly pure limestone forms the meta-

morphic rock, marble.  During the metamorphic proc-

ess, the crystals of fine grained calcite in the limestone 

become merged and melded into other large crystals 

forming the interlocking course grained texture of the 

marble.  All limestones under go some kind of altera-

tion after initial solidification.  These alterations can 

include dolomitization, recrystalization, styolitization, 

compaction, cementation and exsolution to name a 

few.  All of these things are considered part of the 

diagenetic process.  Diagenesis is anything that happens 

to a sedimentary rock after original deposition.  At 

some point diagenesis and metamorphism meet and the 

stone is no longer a limestone, but a marble.  
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 THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

PRESIDENT: JOHN MOONS PHONE            519-752-9756    EMAIL:  campbell.moons@sympatico.ca 

VICE PRESIDENT: ERNIE EDMONDS  519-583-9457 

TREASURER: DARREN GAGE   519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

SECRETARY: KIM LEBLANC   519-442-7372  marcell@execulink.com  

SHOW CHAIR 2010: BOB PARRY   519-448-1236  robert@roberthalloriginals 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: ROGER CAMPBELL 519-442-6542  roger.camp@sympatico.ca 

SOCIAL: SUSAN WAKELEY/   519-752-7690  suewake28@rogers.com 

SOCIAL: CARRIE GAGE    519-758-8426  darren_gage@hotmail.com 

PROGRAM: KATHY CAMPBELL   519-442-6542  kathy.camp@hotmail.com 

FIELD TRIPS: K. LAHAY & FAYE MEADOWS 519-725-4678  fayemeadows@rogers.com 

CCFMS REP.: KAREN WARD   905-525-0779  karenpward@sympatico.ca 

LIBRARIAN: RUSS McCRORY   905-389-6525 russelldavid.mccrory@sympatico.ca 

WORKSHOP: BRAD McCLELLAND  519-751-3141 

2010 EXECUTIVE 

(PMC cont‟d from page 3)       Inc. and in 2009 by Prometheus. Lump metal clays in copper were introduced in 2009 by 

Metal Adventures Inc., and Aida. Due to the lower cost, the bronze and copper metal clays are currently used by more art-

ists than the gold and silver metal clays. 

 

Base metal clays, such as bronze, copper, and steel metal clays are best fired in the absence of oxygen to eliminate the oxi-

dation of copper by atmospheric oxygen. A simple means to accomplish this (place the pieces in activated carbon inside a 

container) was developed by Bill Struve.  

Do-it-yourself versions such as Silver Smiths' Metal Clay Powder (silver) are available in a dry powder form to which the 

user adds water to obtain any desired consistency. Hadar's Clay powder can be purchased in bronze, copper, and steel. 

Claymania Art Clay, Inc. developed, manufactures and sells a dry, powder form of Metal Mania Metal Clay - Bronze and 

Copper Clay metal clays. 

Ref. Wikipedia  (The free  Encyclopedia) 

An update on Paul and Thelma Smitham who you will remember spoke at our meeting in February on the Blue Point 

Amethyst Mine: “ Paul got his prospectors licence this year and began investigating the possibility of our own claim. This 

year logging continued in the northern sections which helped our prospecting. Although it made walking difficult, cutting 

trees uncovered an amethyst vein. He claimed „mineral rights‟ to an area diagonal to the Blue Point claim.” Apparently 

the weather was good until late August but the bears continued to be a nuisance and held Paul and Thelma captive for 

two days in their trailer……………(that‟s what this editor would call true rockhounds).  Good luck to Paul and Thelma 

on their new venture. 

 (Limestone cont‟d) The boundary between the two is well studied and usually not difficult to distinguish as significant 

changes occur to the calcite crystals during metamorphism. 

 

Ref: www.galleries.com 
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COMING EVENTS 
 

Nov 4-6  CMMA Fall Mini-Conference 

 The Burlington Arts & Cultural Centre, 1333 Lakeshore Road, Burlington, On 

 Contact Bill Lechner at 416-438-8908 or bill.lechner@rogers.com 

 

Nov 20-21  London Gem and Mineral Show 

 Sat. 9-6, Sun. 10-5    Western Fairgrounds (Special Events Building) 

 Highway #401 to Highbury exit North, west on Florence, North on Rectory - Main entrance immediately 

on right side 

 Features: Over 35 dealers, demonstrators, and educational talks 

 Admission: Adults $5.00, Children 2.00 

 Contact: Ken Dardano 519-831-3093 or ken@unitedwayguelph.com 

 

Nov 27-28 The 23rd Annual Midhurst Arts and Craft Home Tour. Sat. 10-5; Sunday 10-4. Featuring 31 artists & 

artisans in 12 locations in Midhurst, Ontario (just north of Barrie), including Doug Wambold‟s Lismark 

Minerals and Jewellery, 5 Orser Drive, Midhurst, 705-722-3330. Free Admission 

 

 For a complete listing go the CCFMS website: www.ccfms.ca/ 

Mailing address: 1 Sherwood Drive, Brantford, Ont. N3T 1N3     Website: www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca 

THE TELEPHONE  CITY CRYSTAL 

Name: Tourmaline 

Chem: 
(Li,Na,Ca)(Fe,Mg,Mn,Al)3(Al,Fe)6(BO3)3Si6O18(OH,F)4  

AluminumBoroSilicate (wide variety of substitutions) 

Crystal: 
Hexagonal (long prismatic, striated, with a rounded triangular cross 

section) 

Color: 
black(schorl), brown(dravite), blue(indicolite), pink(rubellite),green, 

yellow, orange, multicolor, clear (rare) 

Refrac. Index: 1.616 - 1.652 Birefraction: 0.040 

Hardness: 7 - 7.5 Spec. Grav.: 3.0 - 3.3 

Fracture: uneven Cleavage: none 

Environment: 
Found in igneous and metamorphic rocks, in shists, pegmatites, and 

hydrothermal replacement deposits 

Association: 
lepidolite, microcline, spodumene, andalusite, biotite, quartz, cassiterite, 

molybdenite 

Locals: | Brazil | Calif., Maine, USA | Sri Lanka | Italy | USSR | 

Misc: The name apparently comes from the Sinhalese word "Turamali" which 

was given to mixtures of unidentified gem gravels in Ceylon (now Sri 

Lanka). Insoluble in acids. Strong pyroelectric, and piezoelectric proper-

ties. This pressure/electric relationship is used in some high pressure 

gauges. Ref. - theimage.com 

MINERAL OF THE MONTH - TOURMALINE 

N.B  All articles and photos in this newsletter are for personnel and non-profit use only. 

http://www.brantfordlapidarymineral.ca/

